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From the States:

 

 
   Eight revolutionary organizations working on the land of Bihar jointly organized 
a ceremony at the IMA Auditorium in Patna on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the 
world’s first labour state ‘Paris Commune’ under the banner of the Paris Communion 
Committee November 28 (which is also the 200th birthday of the great leader and teacher 
of the world proclaimer class Frederick Engels) from 12 pm to 5 pm. 

 In this committed comprised various communist revolutionaries, socialists, progressive 
sections :- CPI (ML), Communist Center of India, Swaraj Jan March, Communist Center for 
Scientific Socialism, Nagarikh Aadhikar Raksha Manch, Shram Mukthi Sanghatan, Communist 
Chetana Kendr, Janvaadhi Lok Manch. 
 The article presented by one partner says that “the current economic-social system is 
suffering today’s unconventional crisis lies not in small-fat reforms, but in the movement of 
revolutionary change that shakes the foundation of this treasonous exploitation system. 
Without inherited anti-people bureaucracy and radical changes in police system and 
uprooting the existing man-eating exploiting system, we cannot move forward towards 
establishment of a new true people’s and socialist society system, whereas one in India. 
There should be a goal of true people’s revolution. So today, the labourers, farmers, other 
hardworking classes, exploited-oppressed groups and oppressed communities and the 
people’s, progressive and revolutionary forces should unite and work to complete the 
historical task of overthrowing the current system. Surely learning from the bravery and 
sacrifice of the Paris Communards and their merits and mistakes. 
 Almost all the speakers kept their words supporting the article and called on the working 
class to build an exploited publicist and socialist social system in India. Finally, the 
presidential speech was given by partner Nand Kishore Singh. The end of the program was 
announced after the singing of Communist International. 
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